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ABSTRACT 
 
Title: Forming trust, commitment and cooperation under trying circumstances in 
peripheral tourism networks. 
 
This paper elaborates on two competing explanations of interfirm relations (i.e. trust and interpersonal 
commitment or cooperation), which are depicted in two separate models. The models are designed to shed 
light on relational characteristics that form and affect the way successful networks function under trying 
circumstances in peripheral regions. Both of the models are justified on the basis a priori of theorized construct 
measurements which is followed by two competing theories proposing the accurate direction of the predictors. 
Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) contribute a specific relation to targets stress upon the human behaviour wherewith 
the competing causality of Gulati (1995) posits that some targets are effects of our behaviour. The first model 
proposes that the behaviours; trust and interpersonal commitment (IPC) are effects of the target establishing 
friendship; loyalty, long-term orientation (LTO) and cooperation. The second model based on Gulati (1995) 
argues that friendship, loyalty and LTO indeed breed trust and IPC but these also have a greater effect on the 
higher purpose, cooperation. The depicted models are tested on 96 responses out of 254 managers in two 
separate successful tourism interfirm networks located in a peripheral context. 

Success of tourism based businesses in regions considered inferior due to; poor resources, poor institutional 
climate and a negative attitude is what the paper considers as trying circumstances. The study was commenced 
through the application of `snowballing´ sampling in Northern Sweden and Northern Minnesota, USA. There 
managers of firms and other key policymakers were asked about how to find successful tourism networks. 
Northern Minnesota containing fifteen regional tourism networks, became the result of this sampling, since it 
form a picture of attractive destinations for tourism in the wilderness. With the recommendations from regional 
research centre, interviews with local key policymakers, and sales based data, was a survey conducted in the 
Minnesota area with the Lutsen Tofte Tourism Association (LTTA) and Ely. These two networks had the best 
potential of telling a success `story´. Besides presenting two stories of success in a context where success was 
unanticipated, this study offers discussion on the way relations between organizations are formed. A key 
finding is that cooperation formed under trying circumstances demands a careful consideration in the function 
of what the relations (friendship or loyalty) were meant to form, since relations did not necessarily lead to 
cooperation but formed a base under which successful cooperation did emerge. 
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